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Abstract
The fetal heart rate (FHR) is virtually the only signal that can be measured
anteparturn that contains information a bout the condition of the fetus. The lack
of information available for evaluating the condition of a fetus is a common
problem in modern obstetrics. An impravement in this situation could be
obtained by power spectrum a na lysis of the variations in the feta I heart rate. The
power spectra of the heart rate and of the arterial blood pressure va lues contain
information about the autonomie nervous system, which plays an important role
in cardiovascular controL Because the activity of the autonomie nervous system
changes under influence of physiological circumstances, the power spectrum of
the fetal heart rate contains indirect information about these physiological
circumstances and therefore could be used to assess the fetus' condition. The
power spectrum of the FHR only contains meaningful information if the heart rate
is analyzed on a beat-to-beat basis. Because of this requirement, until now
power spectrum analysis has only been possible for the heart rate determined
from the direct fetal electracardiogram (ECG), which can be measured only
during labor. Therefore need exists for a non-invasive methad for high-quality
beat-to-beat measurements of the fetal heart rate. Because then it is possible to
analyze power spectra of the fetal heart rate in stages earlier than labor and
otherwise unavailable information is provided that may be valuable for evaluating
the fetus' condition.
In this project an algorithm was developed to calculate the beat-to-beat fetal
heart rate from Doppier ultrasound signals. This algorithm operates in two steps.
First the times at which the heartbeats occur are estimated by filtering the
envelope of the Doppier ultrasound signa I. In the second step the exact heart
rate is calculated by autocorrelating segmentsof the envelope of the Doppier
ultrasound signal. The segments used in the autocorrelation procedure are
defined using the estimated occurrence times from the first step of the
algorithm. Heart rates determined by the developed methad were compared to
heart rates determined by the "golden standard", the direct fetal ECG. Linear
relationships were fitted to describe the relationships in time and frequency
domain between the heart rate determined by the Doppier ultrasound methad
and the "golden standard". In the time domain the best fit was: y = 0.990-x Rsquared is then 94.22%. The correlation coefficient is 0.971 (p<0.01). In the
frequency domain the best fit was: y = 1.087·x + 0.018, R-squared is then
98.86%. The correlation coefficient is 0.994 (p<0.01). A disadvantage of the
developed Doppier ultrasound methad is that, because it is based on the use of
ultrasound, it is very sensitive to movementand noise. In spite of this drawback
it can be concluded that by developing this method, a valuable alternative is
created for measuring the beat-to-beat fetal heart rate.
In the remaining part of the project attention was paid to different techniques for
joint time-frequency analysis of the feta I heart rate. Th ree methods were
selected for further research and implementation. The short-time Fourier
transfarm was chosen because it is the most used methad for time-frequency
analysis and may be considered as some kind of standard. The wavelet transfarm
is treated because of its advantage that it analyzes variations at the timescale at
which they occur. The third methad is the Choi-Williams distribution, which was
selected because it has a higher time and frequency resolution than the shorttime Fourier transfarm and has proven to be successful for analyzing heart rate
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variations. All three methods have certain advantages and disadvantages for
determining the value of parameters that can be used to characterize the power
spectrum of the feta I heart rate. In this stage an appropriate choice for one
specific methad for time-frequency ana lysis of the feta I heart rate can not yet be
made. First more knowledge of, and insight in the power spectrum of the feta I
heart rate must be obtained. Lots of effort must be put into research to closely
link changes in the power spectrum of the heart rate to changes in the condition
of the fetus. Only then joint time-frequency ana lysis of the feta I heart rate may
be able to evolve into a valuable methad used for assessing the fetus' condition.
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Chapter 1
Introduetion

The Sa int Joseph Hospita I in Veldhoven is one of ten hospitals in the Netherlands
that has a neonatal intensive care unit (NICU). In this intensive care unit, care is
given to very ill newborns. 75% of these newborns are born prematurely and
suffer from organ failure because several functions have not yet been completely
developed. Very often, premature birth is preceded by a probiernatie pregnancy.
As a result, the presence of the neonatal intensive care unit requires specialized
care in the departments of gynecology and obstetrics. Therefore the Saint Joseph
Hospita! also has an obstetrie high care unit (OHC). A very important item in
gynecology and obstetrics in general, and in the Saint Joseph hospita! in
particular, is feta I monitoring. Assessing the condition of the fetus is essential for
accurate decision making in antenatal care.
,.
A major problem in fetal monitoring is the very little available information on
which the assessment of the fetal condition can be based. Befere labor, the only
accessible souree of information is the fetal heart rate which in that stage of
pregnancy only can be measured non-invasively. During labor, the heart rate can
also be measured directly by using a scalp electrode. If desired, other
information then can also be obtained, for example the pH-value of the feta I
blood, which provides more direct information about the fetus' condition.
However, any additional information that can facilitate the evaluation of the
fetus' condition would be greatly appreciated.
An available souree of additional information could be the power spectrum of the
variations in feta I heart rate. The heart rate fluctuates under influence of the
autonomie nerveus system that causes frequency specific variations in this heart
rate. The activity of the autonomie nerveus system is influenced by physiological
circumstances. The power spectrum of the feta I heart rate contains information
about the activity of the autonomie nerveus system and therefore indirect
information about the fetus' physiological circumstances.
Power spectrum ana lysis of the heart rate is already used in the neonatal
intensive care unit of our hospita!. The neonatal heart rate is determined from
electrocardiogram (ECG) signals. The same method can be directly implemented
for analyzing the power spectrum of feta I heart rate determined from directly
measured electrocardiogram signals. Since these signals are only available
during labor, the possibility of analyzing heart rate variations from non-invasively
measured signals would be highly appreciated. The problem but also the
challenge here is that for the power spectrum to contain meaningful information,
it is a prerequisite that the fetal heart rate can be measured on a beat-to-beat
basis.
The main goal of this project is to develop a method that can be used for
calculating the beat-to-beat fetal heart rate from non-invasively measured
signa Is. These calculations should be of such quality that power spectrum
analysis of the calculated heart rate is possible. Also further research on the
information about the fetus' condition that is available in the frequency domain
6

will be started. This research will be facilitated by the developed method. Due to
the relative short time available, it will not be possible to achieve sufficient
knowied ge to interpret the spectrum of the feta I heart rate and understand its
relation to the fetus' condition. Instead it will be attempted to lay the foundations
and make recommendations for further research and to motivate and persuade
other researchers in the same field to explore the possibilities of power spectrum
ana lysis of the feta I heart rate.
Th is report is divided in three parts. In the first part the background of the
project is discussed. In three chapters the clinical background, the physiological
background and the physical background will be reviewed. The second part of the
report contains a paper that will be submitted for publication in the exact sa me
form as it is presented here. In this paper, the developed method for calculating
the beat-to-beat fetal heart rate from non-invasively measured Doppier
ultrasound signals will be presented. Further the results achieved by the
developed method will be compared to the results achieved by using the "golden
standard" for fetal heart rate measurements: the directly measured ECG signal.
The third and final part of the report consistsof a treatment of relevant methods
for joint time-frequency ana lysis of the feta I heart rate and their application in
clinical practice. Some recommendations considering this topic, and further
research on power spectrum analysis of the feta I heart rate, are also made. At
the end, general conclusions on this project are drawn and a technology
assessment is given.
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Part I
Background
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Chapter 2
Clinical background
To create a framework for the contents of this report, some insight into the
background of the project reported here is required. In this part of the report a
short survey of the history of feta I surveillance in modern obstetrics is given and
the emergence of the problem that underlies the project is elucidated. The first
paragraph of the survey of the history of feta I surveillance is largely based on
parts of "The history of feta I surveillance" by Claude Sureau, Chapter 1 of the
book "A critica I appraisal of fetal surveillance" by Herman P. Van Geijn and Frans
J.A. Copray [7].

2.1 History of fetal surveillance
The start of modern obstetrics was initiated by the discovery of auscultation in
obstetrics by J. Alexandre Lejumeau de Kergaradec in 1821. Being able to
recognize fetal heart tones, the presence of human life in utero was made
perceptible for the first time in history. Many discoveries and developments
within the field of obstetrica I auscultation characterized the next 30 years. The
influence of many different factors, bath fetal and maternal, on the fetal heart
rate (FHR) was investigated and described. The first fetal electracardiogram
(ECG) was measured by Cremer in 1906. Since then, the fetal ECG was
measured from the maternal abdominal wall occasionally, but it was nat until
1955-1956 that the tone was set for the modern era of fetal surveillance. Three
independent groups of researchers understood that, in order to imprave the
possibilities of monitoring the fetal heartbeat, it was necessary to leave the long
lasting principle to respect the uterine cavity. Led by this concept, a giant step
forward was achieved by using electrades that were located on the fetus for
recording the fetal ECG. Later, when more advanced electranies were available
and the use of Doppier ultrasound was introduced, fetal monitoring would return
to less invasive techniques. Tagether with these developments in heartbeat
monitoring, methods for fetal scalp blood sampling, amnioscopy, amniocentesis,
fetoscopy and cordocentesis were introduced.
Ever since 1956, the study of the FHR in the anteparturn period and during labor
has been a major point of interest in fetal surveillance. By investigating the
relationship between the FHR and uterine activity (UA) foundations were laid for
the most valuable and widely used tooi in modern obstetrics: the
cardiotocograph (CTG), continuous recording of FHR and UA. Many guidelines
and scoring systems for the interpretation of CTG records have been proposed
and several are still used in clinical practice. In the last two decades progressions
in technology enabled the development of more advanced monitors. Early 80's
fetal monitors using Doppier ultrasound for recording the FHR were introduced,
providing a non-invasive methad to monitor the fetus' heart rate at an
acceptable quality level. Later, by using autocorrelation for calculating the FHR,
the quality of FHR recordings using Doppier ultrasound became camparabie to
the quality of FHR recordings used in clinical practice obtained by direct fetal ECG
measurements using a scalp electrode. As another result of progressions in
technology, monitors we re developed for recording the feta I ECG from the
maternal abdomen accurately. These monitors u se digital filtering techniques to
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subtract maternal electracardiogram signals from the measured signal containing
both maternal and fetal ECG signals. The resulting signal then is used to
calculate RR-intervals, thus providing a non-invasive way to record the FHR for
use in clinical practice.

2.2 Problem outline
Today, the u se of cardiotocographs during pregnancy is probably the most
important method by which fetal distress can be diagnosed before labor. The
main reason for this is that the FHR is virtually the only fetal signal that easily
can be monitored antepartum. This situation, that the evaluation of the condition
of the fetus is based on only one souree of information, the FHR (or actually FHR
together with uterine activity), is far from ideal. As a matter of fact, the
information provided by the cardiotocograph is sufficient only when the condition
of the fetus clearly is good, or when the condition of the fetus clearly is really
bad. But very often, it is not possible to draw conclusions with certainty from the
cardiotocograph and additional tests have to be carried out to successfully
evaluate the condition of the fetus. A very frequently used test that can provide
the necessary information is the microblood procedure. In this procedure the pH
value of the blood in the umbilical cord is determined. Th is pH value reflects the
oxygen supply to the fetus and therefore is a more direct indication of the
condition of the fetus. The main objection against these additional tests is that
they cost extra time. When the life of the fetus really is at stake, there is no
extra time. As al ready mentioned, often when the condition of the fetus is
severe, this can already be seen in the cardiotocograph. Unfortunately, there still
are many situations where this is not the case while at the sametime the life of
the fetus is in serious danger.
From this it may be clear that a common problem in modern obstetrics is the
lack of information for evaluating the fetal condition. Any impravement in this
situation is appreciated. An additional souree of useful information may be
provided by speetral analysis of the FHR. The frequency spectrum of the heart
rate contains information a bout the activity of the central nervous system, in
particular the sympathetic and parasympathetic parts. As the activity of these
systems is influenced by changes in physiological circumstances, speetral
analysis of the FHR provides indirect information on the physiological
circumstances of the fetus, and therefore information on the condition of the
fetus. For the frequency spectrum to contain significant information, it is required
that the fetal heart rate to be analyzed is available on a beat-to-beat basis. To
provide a valuable addition to existing methods it is also preferred that analysis
of the non-invasively measured FHR is possible and that using the method in
clinical practice does not cost any extra time.
It is fascinating, butsometimes a lso frustrating, to see that some of the
questions asked by the pioneers in obstetrics in the 19th century still remain
unanswered today and that their goals did not differ very much from the goals of
scientists in the field of obstetrics today. This is illustrated by the expression of
Kergaradec from 1821 that is used as the motto of this report (see page 1). As
translated by Sureau [7]: "Wouldn't it be possible to know about the status of
health or sickness of the fetus from the changes occurring a bout the strength
and the rate of the feta I heart beat".
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Chapter 3
Physiological background
The driving force behind the heart rate (and blood pressure) and its variations is
the cardiovascular control system. The cardiovascular control system is
responsible for the reg u lation of the blood flow through the body. Th is reg u lation
is based on the needs for oxygen, nutrition etc. in the organs. To regulate the
blood flow, the cardiovascular control system has two tools: the primary tooi is
regulation of the arterial blood pressure (by altering the degree of
vasoconstriction in blood vessels); the secondary tooi is regulation of the heart
rate.
The cardiovascular control system operates under influence of the autonomie
nervous system. To be able to derive parameters of clinical importance and to be
able to develop methods for evaluating these parameters, understanding of
relevant physiological interactions is required . For this reason, in this chapter
attention is paid to the influence on blood pressure and heart rate of interactions
in which the nervous system is involved.

3.1 The autonomie nervous system
The human nervous system can be divided in two parts: the voluntary nervous
system and the involuntary nervous system. The voluntary system is responsible
for the interactions of the body with the environment through the senses and the
muscles. The involuntary nervous system, also called the autonomie nervous
system, is involved in the maintenance of general homeostasis and responsible
for the exchange of materials and energy in the body. Blood flow is the main
mechanism used for transport of materials and energy and the autonomie
nervous system plays a fundamental role in the control of this blood flow. The
autonomie nervous system is involved in the innervation of the heart, the glands,
and the blood vessels . The autonomie nervous system exists of two parts: the
sympathetic nervous system and the parasympathetic nervous system. Most
organs innervated by the autonomie nervous system are innervated by both
sympathetic and parasympathetic systems. Major exceptions are the peripheral
blood vessels and certain glands; they are only innervated by the sympathetic
nervous system.
An essential difference exists between the structures of the sympathetic system
and the parasympathetic system. The sympathetic system forms a network, as
the parasympathetic system is directly connected to the organs to be innervated.
Transfers of action potentials in the sympathetic system take place through
several 'network nodes' (ganglia). In the parasympathetic system, transfers are
more directly and take place through only a few ganglia. A transfer through a
ganglion takes place through a synapse, where the electrical potential is
transferred chemically. As these chemica I transfers require a certain reaction
time, the transfer of an action potential in the sympathetic system needs more
time than the transfer of an action potential in the parasympathetic system. This
causes the sympathetic nervous system to be slower than the parasympathetic
nervous system: the parasympathetic system works within several tenths of a
second, as the sympathetic system works only after several seconds.
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In general, activity in the sympathetic nervous system and activity in the
parasympathetic nervous system have opposite effects. Usually, the
parasympathetic system has a stimulating effect on processes in organs that
contribute to anabolism (building reserves) and the sympathetic system has a
restraining effect on these processes. The sympathetic system has a stimulating
effect on katabolie processes (consuming reserves) as the parasympathetic
system restrains these processes. As an illustration, the influence of both
sympathetic and parasympathetic system onsome organs is listed in Table 3.1.
0!"< an
He art
Arterioles
Bronchi
Iris
Bladder

5 m athetic effect
Acceleration
Constriction
Dilatation
Pupil dilatation
Relaxation

Paras m athetic effect
Retardation
Generally no effect
Constriction
Pupil narrowing
Contraction

Table 3.1: Typical effects of sympathetic and parasympathetic systems onsome organs

3.2 Cardiovascular regulation
As mentioned earlier, the cardiovascular control system is responsible for the
reg u lation of the blood flow through the body that depends, among other things,
on the need for oxygen and nutrition in the organs. The regulation of the blood
flow is very complicated, partly by an important condition that has to be
satisfied: the blood pressure value must maintain within a very narrow range. A
minimum value is required to ensure minimal blood circulation under any
circumstances. A pressure that is much higher might damage the cardiac
musdes and the vascular system. The satisfaction of this condition is controlled
by the autonomie nervous system by means of the so-ca lied baroreceptor reflex.
Baroreceptors are located in the blood vessel walls and are sensitive to strain. lf
the blood pressure decreases, stimulation of the baroreceptors also decreases,
which leads to an increased sympathetic activity and a lowered parasympathetic
activity in the autonomie nervous system. This change in sympathetic and
parasympathetic activity causes an increase in heart rate and cardiac contraction
power and a lso an overall narrowing of the blood vessels (vasoconstriction)
which has a positive effect on the supply of blood to the heart. This is a simplified
description of how the baroreceptor reflex is able to increase both the blood
pressure and the heart rate.
When the variation of heart rate or blood pressure values is analyzed in the
frequency domain, generally two frequency bands can be defined in which the
power can vary largely due to changes in state (active or rest) and other
conditions. In the spectrum of the heart rate orblood pressure values of
neonates and of the heart rate of fetuses, the low frequency (LF) band is defined
between 0.04 and 0.15 Hz and the high frequency (HF) band between 0.4 and
1.5 Hz. Changes of the power in the HF band are linked to solely
parasympathetic activity because the sympathetic system is too slow forthese
variations. Changes of the power in the LF band are linked to both sympathetic
and parasympathetic activity. As the development of the parasympathetic
nervous system is a much slower process than the development of the
sympathetic nervous system, for fetuses and neonates the power in the HF band
of the spectrum is much lower than the power in the LF band. As the
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development of the parasympathetic system proceeds, the activity in the HF
band increases and the heart rate decreases. Much later, the HF band will be
dominated by the effect of breathing on the heart rate and blood pressure. The
location of the HF band in the frequency domain also changes. In ad u lts, the HF
band is usually defined between 0.15 and 0.4 Hz.
Changes in physiological circumstances can cause changes in the "needs" of
certain organs. lf necessary, the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous
systems respond to the changes in these organs. Different levels of activity of
the sympathetic or parasympathetic nervous system can be distinguished in the
frequency spectrum of heart rate and blood pressure variation. By relating
specific frequency distributions to the known physiological circumstances that
cause them, a tooi can be developed by which (unknown) physiological
circumstances can be evaluated by analyzing the frequency spectrum of the
heart rate and the blood pressure variation. For example, if a relationship can be
established between fetal distress and a certain pattem of changes in the
spectrum of the fetal heart rate, analysis of the fetal heart rate can be used to
detect the occurring of feta I distress.
As mentioned already in the introduetion of this chapter, arterial blood pressure
control is the primary cardiovascular tooi in regulating blood flow. Regulation of
the heart rate is a secondary tooi. For this reason, the frequency spectrum of
blood pressure variation contains more direct information about the activity of
the autonomie nervous system than the frequency spectrum of the heart rate.
The feta I heart ra te can be measured non-invasively, unfortunately this is not the
case for the arterial blood pressure. For this reason, in obtaining information
about the activity of the autonomie nervous system of fetuses, one is entirely
dependent u pon analyzing the spectrum of the feta I heart rate.
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Chapter 4
Physical background
In this chapter the underlying principles of the use of Doppier ultrasound in feta I
heart rate monitoring are explained. First some theory on (the use of) ultrasound
is reviewed and the application of the Doppier principle is explained. Then some
information is given about the operation of the Hewlett Packard 8040A
cardiotocograph, the fetal monitor used in this project. Besides general
information on the operation of the instrument, specific attention is paid to the
output signals available for further, external signal processing.

4.1 Doppier ultrasound
4.1.1 Doppier principle
.
The basic principle of the use of Doppier ultrasound lies in the frequency shift
that ultrasonic waves experience from reflecting/scattering at a rnaving interface.
The magnitude and direction of this shift contains information about the motion
of that interface. Th is effect is known as the Doppier principle. For the sake of
completeness, a short derivation will be given.
Consider a souree 5, rnaving at constant speed v5 and a receiver R, rnaving at
constant speed vR. Let's assume for simplicity that 5 and R are rnaving along the
same line. At time t=O, 5 and Rare separated by a distance d and 5 emits a
wave that reaches R at a time t 1 •
t=O

s

•

Vs

d
Figure 4.1A: Situation at time t=O.

s
•

Vs

IIJo

d

ct1
< ··············.....................................................................................................................................:;.

Figure 4.1B: Situation at time t=t1.

In this time t 1 , the wave, propagating with velocity c will have traveled a
distance ct 1 while R will have moved a distance vRt 1 • From Figure 4.1B it is clear
that:
or

d

(4-1)
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At a time t2 S, having moved a distance v 5 t2, emits another wave that reaches R
at a time t 3 • R then has traveled a total distance of vRt 3 •

.s
Vs

vRt2

d
~--------------------------~(

<

)

Vst2 )

Figure 4.JC: Situation at time t=t2•

s
•

R

Vs

~

_.

d

<

Vst2

)

<··················································ç.C.h::!z.J..............................................................;,.
Figure 4.1D: Situation at time t=t3•

From Figure 4.1D it is clear that:

d +(c-v5 )t2
t 3 = -----'----"---=c-vR

(4-2)

For R the time -rR between receiving the two waves is:
(4-3)

where -r5 is the time between sending the two waves, which is equal to t2 • The
number of waves emitted by S in -rs must be equal to the number of waves
received by R in -rR from which the frequency measured by the receiver fR can be
written as a function of the frequency measured by the souree f 5 :
thus

_c-vRJ

f R - C-V

S

(4-4)

5

By rewriting expression (4-4), using the binomial expansion assuming that
v5,vR«c and neglecting higher order terms, the following approximation is
obtained:
(4-5)

where vR5=vR-vs is the velocity of R relative to S. The difference between the
frequency measured by R (fR) and the frequency measured by S (f5 ) is called the
Doppier shift:
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fv

-v

= fR- f s =___!!§_ fs
c

(4-6)

4.1.2 Basicsof operation
In this section of the chapter the basics of operation of instruments used to
detect Doppier shifts in received ultrasound signals is explained. First, let the
signa I emitted by the ultrasound transducer be of the form:
(4-7)

where Ae is the amplitude of the emitted signa I and ms=2rrf5 the angular
frequency of the signa I. The signa I received from one scatter will be of the form:

(4-8)
where Ar is the amplitude of the received signa I, mo=21tfo the angular Doppier
shift and e a phase term that depends on the distance between the transducer
and the scattering object and on phase shifts produced within the receiver.
Multiplying the two signals gives:
se(t)s,(t) = AeA, cos(m5 t) cos([m5 + mv]t + 8)
AA
=e -' {cos(mvt+8)+cos([2m 5 +mv]t+O)}
2

(4-9)

Low-pass filtering this signal removes the "2ms+c:oo" component and the Doppier
signal remains:

AA
sv(t) = e -' cos(mvt+8)
2

(4-10)

It is important to remark that obtaining the Doppier signal by multiplication of
the souree signa I and the receiver signa I is only possible if the data are
processed numerically. Usuallyin instruments like a cardiotocograph, a lot of
signal processing is done by analog electronics. In most fetal monitors using
ultrasound, including the HP 8040A used in this project, Doppier signals are
obtained by demodulating the received signal. Therefore, the method for
obtaining the Doppier signal described above, serves only as a simple example
and does not describe the way the HP 8040A operates specifically.

Depending on the instrument and on the purpose of use, some additional signal
processing can be performed. An example is high-pass filtering the signal. The
received ultrasound signal may contain low-frequency Doppier shift components
with large amplitudes resulting from reflections other than on the scattering
object. By high-pass filtering, these dominating components are removed from
the signal.
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4.2 HP 8040A Cardiotocograph
4.2.1 Overview
The Hewlett Packard 8040A Cardiotocograph is a second-generation fetal monitor
that was launched on the market in 1985. The monitor can use both Doppier
ultrasound and direct fetal ECG signals (simultaneously) for calculating the fetal
heart rate. There is also an option for using abdominal ECG signals for calculating
the FHR, but this is nota standard feature on the HP 8040A. In calculating the
FHR from Doppier ultrasound or abdominal ECG signals the monitor uses an
autocorrelation algorithm, which characterizes the monitor as a secondgeneration cardiotocograph. Figure 4.2 shows a simplified block diagram of the
HP 8040A.
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Figure 4.2: Simplified block diagram ofthe Hewlett Packard 8040A cardiotocograph
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The instrument contains a 16-bit data bus system and three microprocessor
boards; one of these is installed for optional abdominal ECG signal processing
only. All data transfer and processing is controlled by the master clock circuitry
on the digital interface board (AlO). The analog CARDIO and TOCO input signals
are processed by parameter boards (Al,A2,A3) and then digitized by the A/D
board (A4). The digital signals are then further processed and routed to the
display, the recorder and the system output. STATUS IN signals are status
signals which are fed into the A/D board (STATUS IN 2, e.g. INOP, Log OFF, Real
time clock etc.) and into the digital interface board (STATUS IN 1, e.g. board
status, test button etc.). As already mentioned, Doppier ultrasound and
abdominal ECG signals are processed by means of autocorrelation. These
operations are performed by the correlator board (A6) and the correlator
microprocessor board (A7). The system output board (A40) and the optional
system interface board (AS) provide analog and digital signals for use with
various systems.

4.2.2 Ultrasound board
In this project both direct fetal ECG and Doppier ultrasound signals were
measured using the HP 8040A cardiotocograph. The operation of the ultrasound
board will be explained in more detail as the operation of the ECG board will not
be discussed. The reason for this is that full understanding of the operation of
the ultrasound board is required for the development of new methods, which will
be presented later in this report. The operation of the ECG board is less
complicated than the operation of the ultrasound board and not of any
importance to this project because only existing methods for ECG signal
processing were used.
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A block diagram of the ultrasound board is shown in Figure 4.3. In combination
with the HP 8040A, an ultrasound transducer 15245A is used. This transduceris
a pulsed Doppier transducer, which means that the same transduceris used for
both transmitting the ultrasound signal and receiving the signal reflected by the
fetal heart. For this purpose the transducer contains seven crystals. To be able to
use the sa me transducer for both transmitting and receiving ultrasound signals,
the ultrasound signal is transmitted in intervals (pulses). The exact timing,
wavefarm and cycle-time that the HP 8040A uses are shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Ultrasound transmitter timing, waveform and cycletime.

A pulse frequency of 3.2 kHz is used to generate 1.024 MHzsquare wavefarms
with a duration of 93.75 ~s. Before transmittance the transmitter burst signa I is
converted to a sinusoidal output burst. Connecting the receiver input to the
transmitter output, the Doppier signal is constructed by demodulation and by
low-pass filtering the dominating influence of the 3.2 kHz transmitter/receiver
timing gate frequency is removed. Further signal processing consists of a socalled Doppier filter, which is a 100 Hz to 475 Hz band-pass filter. Finally, by
means of an envelope rectifier and a 12 Hz low-pass filter, the envelope of the
Doppier ultrasound signal is constructed. After this, the envelope signal is
digitized by the A/D-board (A4) and fed to the correlator microprocessor board
where the fetal heart rate is calculated by means of autocorrelation.

4.2.3 Output signals
The fetal heart rate determined by the HP 8040A from the Doppier ultrasound
signa I, can be displayed on the digital display on the front panel of the
instrument. The heart rate can also be recorded on paper tagether with the
uterine activity to obtain a CTG. Recording the heart rate determined from direct
fetal ECG signals simultaneously with the ultrasound heart rate and the uterine
activity is a lso possible. Further, various types of signal output are available on
the system output and on the optional system interface. These output
possibilities are of major importance for further signal processing in this project.
In this section of this chapter, available output signa Is that may be of any use
are discussed. Based on the requirements for further signal processing (mainly
the requirements for accurate frequency spectrum calculations), the signal most
suitable for further processing is selected.
The ana log signa I output on the back of the HP 8040A was originally provided for
conneetion of an oscilloscope or a tape recorder, but also offers a perfect
opportunity for acquiring signals that can be processed further with a personal
computer. Two of the signa Is available on this output may be considered for
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further processing. These signals are "US LF", which is the Doppier signa! after
applying the Doppier band-pass filter (see Figure 4.3), and "US Envelope", which
is the envelope of the filtered Doppier signa! calculated by the cardiotocograph
(see Figure 4.3). A third signa! that might be useful can be obtained from the
system interface. This system interface has a "Flash" output on which a square
wave occurs whenever a heartbeat is detected.
The three signals that are considered for further processing originate from
different steps in the calculation performed by the cardiotocograph. The US LF
signa! is the, apart from a band-pass filter, unprocessed Doppier signa!. The US
Envelope signa! results from the next step in signa! processing and represents
the signa I that will be used in the calculation of the autocorrelation. The square
wave on the system interface represents the ultimate heart rate calculated by
the HP 8040A. The amount of additional signa! processing that is needed to
calculate the heart rate from any of these signals strongly depends on which
signa! is chosen for further processing. In the following section, the required
signa I processing for all three of the signals will be described, as will the
suitability of the expected results.
Flash output
Figure 4.5 shows an example of the square wave on the Flash output of system
output of the HP 8040A. As mentioned earlier, the time between the occurrence
of two succeeding squares represents the time between the occurrence of two
succeeding heart beats. From this signal the heart rate can be determined by
simply measuring the time between the succeeding squares.
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Figure 4.5: Flash output on system interface of Hewlett Packard 8040A.

Analysis of the square wave signa! learned that the time between two squares
always is a multiple of 15 ms. The time between two squares thus represents the
time between two heart beats with an uncertainty of 7.5 ms. As an example, a
heart rate of 140 beats per minute can only be measured with an uncertainty of
2.5 beats per minute. When used in clinical practice, the heart rate displayed and
recorded by the cardiotocograph is the average heart rate value over a number
of heart beats (approximately 5). Therefore, the uncertainty of 7.5 ms will be
sufficient for this kind of usage. For performing frequency analysis however, the
beat-ta-beat values of the heart rate have to be used and the uncertainty in
heartbeat interval times must be as smal! as possible .
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US LF and US Envelope
As the heart rate calculated by the HP 8040A turns out not to be very precise,
using signals from earlierstages in the calculation has to be considered. Figure
4.6 shows an example of the US LF signa I and Figure 4. 7 shows the
corresponding US Envelope signal.
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Figure 4.6: US LF on analog signa[ output of Hewlett Packard 8040A.
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Figure 4. 7: US Envelope on analog signa[ output of Hewlett Packard 8040A.

If the US LF signa I would be used for further processing the next step would be
constructing the envelope of the signa I. Experiments on calculating this envelope
of the signa I numerically did not lead to any improvements with regard to the
envelope constructed by analog electranies in the cardiotocograph. Based on
this, it can be concluded that using the US LF signal will not lead to better results
than using the US Envelope signal. No reason exists for preferring the US LF
signal, and therefore the US Envelope signal will be processed further.

In the calculation of the heart rate, auto-correlation techniques wil I be used. The
time between two succeeding heartbeats will be determined by peak detection in
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the autocorrelation function. This implies that the time between two heart beats
will be determined with an uncertainty of half the time between two sample
points of the signal used in the autocorrelation. Therefore, theoretically the
sample frequency at which the US Envelope signal is sampled determines the
uncertainty in the heart rate. In practice, other factors will limit the precision at
which the heart rate can be determined. Ultrasound signals are very sensitive to
noise and movements; being able to detect a peak in the autocorrelation function
very precisely therefore will not be of much use when due to noise this will not
result in a better estimate of the heart rate.
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Part 11
Doppier ultrasound
algorithm
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Chapter 5
Beat-to-beat detection of the feta I heart rate: methods
In the first part of this project, a method was developed for beat-to-beat
detection of the feta I heart rate from Doppier ultrasound signa Is. The results of
this part of the project are presented in a paper that will soon be submitted for
publication. Th is paper is printed on the following 8 pages. In paragraph 2 of the
paper (materials and methods) the developed method for calculating the beat-tobeat heart rate from Doppier ultrasound signals is discussed. lt is also explained
how the heart rate is determined from the direct fetal ECG-signal and how the
power spectrum of the heart rate is calculated. Because these contents would
otherwise have been treated in this chapter, paragraph 2 of the paper replaces
chapter 5 of this report.

Chapter 6
Beat-to-beat detection of the feta I heart rate: results

Paragraph 3 of the paper compares the results achieved by the developed
Doppier ultrasound method with results achieved by using the direct ECG-signal,
which can be regarded as golden standard. Beat-to-beat heart rates calculated
by both methods are compared in both time and frequency domain. Paragraph 3
of the paper replaces chapter 6 of this report.
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Abstract
An algorithm was developed to calculate the feta! heart rate on a beat-to-beat
basis from Doppier ultrasound signals. This enables power spectrum analysis of
variations in the non-invasively measured feta! heart rate. The algorithm was
evaluated by camparing the calculated feta! heart rate with the heart rate determined
from direct ECG-signals measured with a scalp electrode. Heart rates were
compared both in time and frequency domain. In the time domain the results
achieved by both methods correlate well (corr. coef. = 0.971 (p<0.01)), in the
frequency domain the results correlate even better (corr. coef. =0.994 (p<0.01)). By
developing the ultrasound algorithm a valuable tooi was created for obtaining power
speetral information of the feta! heart rate in stages of pregnancy earlier than labor.
Due to the relative high sensitivity of ultrasound to noise and other disturbing
factors, during labor the use of a scalp electrode for obtaining power speetral
information by measuring the direct feta! ECG might still be preferred.

Keywords: Doppier ultrasound; Feta! heart rate; Beat-to-beat; Power spectrum;
Feta! ECG

1. Introduetion
A major problem in modern obstetrics with respect to feta! monitoring is the Jack
of possibilities to extract information from the fetus to assess its condition. The feta!
heart rate is one of very few useful feta! signals that can be measured non-invasively
and in many cases in clinical practice the only souree of information available. Any
impravement in this situation would be greatly appreciated. A possible additional
souree of information could be the power spectrum of the variation in feta! heart
rate. Since the heart rate fluctuates under influence of the parasympathetic and
sympathetic nervous systems [1,2], and since the activity of these systems is a
reaction to changes in physiological circumstances, the power spectrum of the
variations in feta! heart rate rnight contain extra information. This method has
already been successfully applied for analyzing the fluctuations in heart rate and
blood pressure values (e.g. systolic blood pressure) of neonates [3] in the neonatal
intensive care unit of our hospita!. As the variations in heart rate of the neonates are
calculated from ECG signals, the same method can directly be applied on feta! ECG
signals acquired with a scalp electrode. Since measuring this signa! is only possible
during labor, the possibility of assessing heart rate variations from a signa! that is
non-invasively obtained by external methods would be highly appreciated.
Power spectra of fluctuations in heart rate or blood pressure values only contain
meaningful information if the heart rate or blood pressure values can be acquired on
a beat-to-beat basis. Determining beat-to-beat feta! heart rates from Doppier
ultrasound signals have been a problem ever since the introduetion of Doppier
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ultrasound cardiotocography (CTG) [4,5]. First-generation monitors calculate feta!
heart rates by integrating the acquired Doppier ultrasound signals, applying a level
detector [6], which is nota very precise metbod for determining heart rates. Large
improvements were achieved by the introduetion of autocorrelation techniques in the
second-generation monitors [6] . However, due tothefact that in the autocorrelation
process a received Doppier waveform is compared to a number of previous
waveforms, the determination of the heart rate still was not on a beat-to-beat basis
[5]. More recent monitors [e.g. Hewlett Packard series SOA] are capable of
calculating the heart rate even more precise, but have unfortunately become closed
systems. Por this reason it has become virtually impossible to access Doppier
ultrasound signals from CTG devices as raw data for more advanced analysis.
Recent developments in computer technology have increased the calculation power
of computers significantly. Therefore, nowadays it should be possible to calculate
the fetal heart rate from raw Doppier ultrasound signals on a true beat-to-beat basis.
In this paper an algorithm will be presented to calculate the fetal heart rateon a beatto-beat basis from these signals. Furthermore we will compare both the heart rate as
a function of time and the power spectrum of the variations in heart rate with
simultaneously measured feta! ECG signals acquired with a scalp electrode from a
fetus during labor.

2. Matenals and methods
2.1. Doppier ultrasound
2.1.1 . Doppier ultrasound signa/
Generally spoken, in Doppier ultrasound CTG measurements, each heart cycle is
represented by a signa! segment in time (a waveform) which contains two peaks.
The frrst peak is considered to be the result of movements of the atrio-ventricular
valves during the heart cycle, the second peak should be the result of movements of
the aorta and pulmonary valves. A major disadvantage of using ultrasound for
determining the heart rate is the high sensitivity of the signa! to disturbances.
Therefore, not only the height of both peaks in the signa! fluctuates, but also the
shape of the entire waveform may vary drastically. Althougb, it should be mentioned
that changes in shape usually do not occur abruptly, but show up gradually duringa
number of heart cycles.
In this study a HP 8040A (= second generation) feta! CTG-monitor with a 1.024
MHz probe was used for measuring the Doppier ultrasound signa!. From this device
the envelope of the original, apart from demodulation and a band-pass filter (100475 Hz) unprocessed, signa! was available from an analog output of this monitor.
We used this signa! because in a separate technica! evaluation it could be
demonstrated that this signa! completely camplies with our own calculations of this
envelope, based on the same raw data. In newer generations of CTG-monitors these
signals are unfortunately not available anymore.
To guarantee sufficient temporal resolution in auto-correlation calculations and
in the finally obtained heart rate a sampling frequency of l kHz was selected using a
NI 6034E data acquisition board. Further signa! processing was performed using a
personal computer.
2.1.2. Doppier ultrasound algorithm
The calculation of the beat-to-beat heart rate is realized by an algorithm that
operates in two steps. In the first step a rough estimation of the points in time at
which the heart cycles show up is made. This estimation is achieved by !ow-pass
filtering of the envelope signa! with a cut-off frequency of 2 Hz. With this filter the
wavefarms are transformed into some kind of blunt bumps. By carrying out peakdetection on this 'bumpy' pattern, global estimated locations of the heart cycles in
time are obtained.
In the second step of the algorithm, the heart rate is calculated beat-to-beat using
auto-correlation. The time-intervals of the envelope signa! that are used in the
calculation process are defined by the estimated locations of the heart cycles. In this
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way it is possible to define intervals in such a way that only the waveforrns
corresponding to two successive heart cycles are involved in the calculation of the
auto-correlation. For calculating the heart rate at a time corresponding to a certain
heart cycle (n), the location of the preceding heart cycle (n-1) plus a fixed time delay
defines the beginning of the interval, and the location of the successive heart cycle
(n+ 1) plus the same time delay defines the end of the interval. In our data it
appeared empirically that a fixed time delay of 125 milliseconds resulted in all cases
in boundaries of the intervals between two successive heart cycles. In this way each
auto-correlation interval contains not more and not less than two heart cycles, which
is a constraint to calculate the heart rate on a beat-to-beat basis. Note that the time
delay depends on the metbod used for filtering in the first part of the algorithm. Fig.
1 illustrates the intervals used in the calculation of the auto-correlation. Note that the
length of the interval is heart rate dependent and equals the estimated time between
bump (n-1) and bump (n+l).
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Fig. 1. Definition of the intervals used in the calculation of the auto-correlation.
In the auto-correlation, the local maximum after a certain minimal time offset (in
our case 300 milliseconds, no heart rates higher than 200 BPM are allowed) is
determined. The location of this local maximum corresponds to the time shift of a
waveform (frrst heart cycle in interval) to the most probable next waveform (second
heart cycle in interval). This time shift thus equals the time between the occurrence
of two successive heart cycles and therefore is inverse proportional to the heart rate.
Similar to the definition of heart rate values in ECG signals, the heart rate value is
allotted to the estimated moment in time of the nth heart cycle.
2.2. Direct feta/ electracardiogram
The most ideal way to determine the heart rate from an ECG-signal is by
measuring the time between the start of the depolarization at the SA-node of two
successive heartbeats. In a standard ECG this is expressed by the start of the P-wave.
Due to the fact that the measured fetal ECG is by far no standard ECG, it is not
always possible to recognize P-waves. For this reason we determined the fetal heart
rate by detecting R-waves in the directly measured fetal ECG signal. The location of
the peak of the R-wave is determined by means of a polynomial fit, the time
between two successive R-peaks is used to calculate the instantaneous feta! heart
rate. The use of the R-wave simplifies the calculation of the heart rate, although
theoretically the start of the P-wave should be preferred as the definition of the start
of the heartbeat. As a result, additional jitter may occur due to variations in P-R
interval time. Generally, this jitter is neglected in neonatal and fetal data sets.
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2.3. Artifact reduction
Both fetal ECG and Doppier ultrasound signals may contain disturbances which
make it impossible to determine the heart rate correctly at certain times. To prevent
incorrect heart rates from dominating the spectrum, calculated heart rates are
inspected and corrected if probably incorrectly determined heart rate values are
found. A heart rate value is considered to be probably incorrect if it exceeds a
certain range (e.g. 50-210 BPM) or strongly deviates from a set of preceding and
successive heart rate values. Heart rate values labeled 'probably incorrect' are
substituted by values interpolated from correctly determined heart rates. The number
of substituted heart rate values is used as a criterion in selecting data sets suitable for
frequency analysis; i.e. if the number of substituted heart rates in a data set exceeds a
certain percentage (e.g. 10%), the data set will not be used forspeetral analysis.
2.4. Power spectrum
2.4.1. Fourier Transfarm
Speetral information about the heart rates is obtained by calculating the Fourier
Transform of data sets of fixed length. We choose the Fourier Transform because it
is very straightforward, widely used and makes it easier to compare results obtained
in different laboratories than most other frequency domain methods. Additional
signal processing is performed to increase the reliability of the frequency domain
method. Because the resulting speetral information can depend strongly on this
additional signal processing (or on the absence of it) a detailed description of the
signal processing steps is given here.
2.4.2. Resampling ofthe heart rate signa/
From the measured fetal ECG or Doppier ultrasound signals, heart rate values
can only be determined at times at which a heartbeat occurs. Due to this, measured
heart rate values are not equidistantly distributed in time. For calculating the Fourier
Transform of a signal, it is required that data points are equidistantly distributed in
time. Therefore, the set of determined heart rate values has to be transformed into a
equidistant set of data points. This transformation is performed by using a sample &
hold technique and a BoxCar-window convolution. Sample & hold means that the
(heart rate) value at a certain time is taken equal to the most recently determined
(heart rate) value. Using this sample & hold technique results in discontinuities in
the signal which introduce high frequency components in the spectrum of the signal.
The influence of these high frequency components is suppressed by convoluting the
resulting signal with a BoxCar-window. The BoxCar-window is a square wave
centered at t=O, having a width of 2/frs and a surface equal to 1. frs is the frequency at
which the signal is resampled eventually, the square wave thus would contain
exactly three data points in the resampled time domain. In this way the signal is
smoothed and the high frequency components in the spectrum disappear. The new,
equidistantly distributed data set is obtained by resampling the signal at frequency
frs, thus by taking the heart rate value every llfrs second. To avoid aliasing effects,
the frequency of resampling must be higher than the instantaneous heart rate.
2.4.3. Re duetion of spectralleakage
Due to the fact that the data set used in the calculation of the spectrum is finite,
leakage of power into neighboring frequency bins may occur in the spectrum. This
spectralleakage is reduced by multiplying the signal with a window function before
calculating the Fourier transform. We used a Parzen window, but the choice of using
a window instead of not using one, is more important than the particular choice for a
Parzen window. Further the mean of the signal is subtracted to remove the DC-offset
from the signal. This DC-offset otherwise causes a very high power at 0 Hz in the
spectrum that leaks into the neighboring bins because of the use of a non-rectangular
window (the Parzen window).
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2.4.4. Corrections for the applied windows

After the speetral analysis is performed, in our case after calculating the Fourier
transform, some corrections have to be made to the spectrum. The application of a
window function (the Parzen window) reduces the total power of the signa!. To
correct for this reduction in power, every frequency component is divided by the
average value of the time window. Note that this correction is frequency
independent.
For the application of the BoxCar-window for smoothing the signal in the time
domain, a correction must also be made. All frequency components have to be
divided by the Fourier transform of the rectangular window. The Fourier transform
of this window is a Sinc-function. A reliable correction cao oot be made at
frequencies where the Sinc-function approaches zero. However, the region of
interest is usually restricted to frequencies below the first zero of the Fourier
transform of the BoxCar-window. If this is oot the case, the window has been
chosen too large.

3. Results
3.1. Time domain

Fig. 2A shows the heart rates determined from the direct fetal ECG signal by Rpeak-detection fora characteristic time interval of 100 seconds. Fig. 2B shows the
heart rates calculated from the simultaneous measured Doppier ultrasound for the
same time interval. Note the apparent higher heart rate variability in Fig. 2B.
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Fig. 2A. Heart rates detennined from the direct fetal ECG signal.
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Fig. 28 . Heart rates calculated from Doppier ultrasound signals by the developed algorithm.
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In Fig. 3, for the same data-set, the heart rates calculated from the Doppier
ultrasound signa! are plotted against the heart rates determined from the direct feta!
ECG. The tigure contains 267 datapoints. A linear model of the form y =ax is fitted
to the depicted dataset to describe the relationship between the heart rates calculated
by both methods. The best fit is: y = 0.990·x, R-squared is then 94.22%. The
correlation coefficient is 0.971 (p<O.Ol).
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Fig. 3. Heart rates calculated by the Doppier ultrasound algorithm plotted against heart rates
determined from direct feta! ECG.
Frequency analysis of the dataset depicted in Fig. 2A and 2B was performed
using the procedure described above. Data were resampled at 4 Hz and for half
overlapping intervals of 64 seconds, 256-points Past Fourier Transfarms were
calculated. Figure 4 shows the power spectrum of seconds 0-96 of the data in Fig.
2A and 2B, calculated by averaging the power spectra of seconds 0-64 s and 32-96.
A veraging of the power spectra is done to reduce the standard error in the spectrum.
For neonates we usually average over 5 half-overlapping spectra, but for the feta!
heart rate measured by Doppier ultrasound, it is hard to obtain data-sets of
camparabie length without artifacts.
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In the correction for the box-car resampling procedure, the spectrum is divided
by a Sinc-function that approaches zero at a frequency of 2 Hz (j,./2). Therefore the
spectrum increases to infinity at this frequency. However, this does not affect the
results, because the signa! does not contain any components of frequencies around 2
Hz. If a signa! does contain higher frequencies, a higher value for the resample
frequency !res has to be used.
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In Fig. 5, the contents of the frequency bins of the spectrum obtained by the
Doppier ultrasound method are plotted against the contents of the bins of the
spectrum obtained by the direct fetal ECG method.
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In Fig. 5, the contents of the first frequency bin are disregarded, because they
prohibit a correct interpretation of the plot (for the Doppier ultrasound method this
bin has a value of 26.52 and for the direct fetal ECG method a value of 27.88). A
linear model of the form y = ax+b is fitted to the dataset in Fig. 5 to describe the
relationship between the spectra of the heart rates calculated by both methods. The
best fit is: y = 1.087·x + 0.018, R-squared is then 98.86%. The correlation
coefficient is 0.994 (p<0.01). lf the contents of the first frequency bins are included,
the best fit is: y
0.960·x + 0.039, R-squared is then 99.75%. The correlation
coefficient then is 0.999.

=

4. Discussion
In the time domain, beat-to-beat heart rate values calculated from Doppier
ultrasound signals appear to be consistent with beat-to-beat heart rate values
determined from direct fetal ECG signals. The variability of heart rates obtained by
the Doppier ultrasound metbod is higher than the variability of heart rates obtained
from the ECG signal. For this reason the heart rate values determined by both
methods may vary up to a few beats per minute. The trends in the heart rate values
however correspond very well. The apparent higher variability of the heart rates
calculated by the Doppier ultrasound metbod is probably caused by the relative high
sensitivity of the ultrasound signa! to noise and other disturbances. lt should be
mentioned although, that perfect correspondence of the heart rates obtained by both
methods can never be expected, simply because the methods are based on two total
different physical phenomena (the reflection of (ultra)sound and the electrical
activity of the heart) that can contain similar but never equal information.
The spectra of the heart rates during a period of 96 seconds obtained by both
methods (Fig. 4) correspond very well . The correlation of the heart rates in the
frequency domain is even higher than the correlation of the heart rates in the time
domain. Further can be noticed that, especially at frequencies where the power
contents are very low, the heart rates calculated from Doppier ultrasound signals
contain a little more power then the heart rates calculated from direct fetal ECG
signals. This can be seen in Fig. 4, but can also be concluded from the relationship
fitted to the data (slope is higher than 1).
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5. Condusion
In the time domain, heart rates calculated by the developed ultrasound algorithm
on a beat-to-beat basis agree very well with heart rates determined from direct feta!
ECG signals. In spite of the higher variability in the heart rates calculated from
Doppier ultrasound signals, the power spectra of heart rates obtained from both
methods also correspond very wel!. In fact, the correlation in the frequency domain
is even higher than the correlation in the time domain.
Based on these findings, it can be concluded that by developing the ultrasound
algorithm a valuable tooi is created for obtaining power speetral information of the
feta! heart rate in stages of pregnancy earlier than labor. It should be mentioned
although, that this tooi inevitably suffers from the same drawbacks as the use of
ultrasound in genera!, a relative high sensitivity to noise and other disturbing factors .
For this reason, during Jabor the use of a scalp electrode for obtaining power speetral
information by measuring the direct feta! ECG might still be preferred.
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Chapter 7
Time-frequency a na lysis of the fetal heart rate
7.1 Introduetion
If analysis of a signal represented in the time domain does not provide sufficient
information, analyzing the signal in a different representation may provide
additional information and insight. A different representation of a signal is
obtained by expanding the signa I in a complete set of functions. Mathematically
this can be done in an infinite number of ways. Useful representations are
representations in which the characteristics of a signal can be understood better
because the representation is characterized by a useful physical quantity.
Besides time, the most used representation is frequency. The rnathematics of the
frequency representation was invented by Fourier in 1807 when finding the
fundamental equation governing the behavior of heat. By expressing a
discontinuous function (in his case a discontinuity in temperature) as the sum of
continuous functions he laid the foundation of what turned out to be a
revolutionary i nnovation of science. After the invention of the spectrascope by
Fraunhofer in 1815, Bunsen and Kirchhoff observed around 1865 that light
spectra can be used for recognition, detection, and classification of substances
because they are unique to each substance. Since then, speetral analysis has
become one of the most powerful and widely used scientific methods ever.
A very common reason for frequency analysis is that frequency analysis of a
signa I provides information about the souree of the signa I. This is a lso the reason
for frequency analysis in this project. By analyzing the fetal heart rate in the
frequency domain, we hope to learn something about the mechanisms regulating
this fetal heart rate.
Time and frequency are the two most important and fundamental variables in
signal processing. Traditionally, signals have been studied either as a function of
time or as a function of frequency, not both. However, the majority of signals
encountered in the real world have time dependent spectra. Therefore, often it is
more useful to characterize signals in time and frequency domains
simultaneously: joint time-frequency analysis (JTFA). The most widespread
application of JTFA is speech signal processing, but recently JTFA has even been
applied to study economical phenomena.
A common method for visualization of JTFA is the spectrogram 1 : a two
dimensional plot where time is used as the x-axis, frequency as the y-axis and
the intensity of a certain frequency at a certain time is shown as the brightness
or color scale of the plot. Figure 7.1 shows an example of a spectrogram.
1

Originally the spectrogram was the two dimensional plot of the energy-distribution in
time and frequency calculated by the short-time Fourier transferm (STFT) (also known as
windewed Fourier transform). Nowadays the term spectrogram is often also used for
plots of joint time-frequency analysis methods other than the short-time Fourier
transform. Sametimes the name of the method is mentioned (e.g. the Gabor
spectrogram) or the plot has an entirely different name like the scalagram (plot of energy
distribution calculated by a wavelet transform).
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Figure 7.1: Example of a spectrogram.

In clinical practice, the use of spectrograms, for example of the heart rate, for
evaluating a patient's condition is not desired. Instead, a physician should be
able to evaluate the condition of a patient by monitoring a few parameters
derived from the frequency spectrum. Because the variations in time of these
parameters are observed, this can be regarded as a special kind of joint time
frequency analysis. Later in this report, some parameters of clinical importance
will be derived from the frequency spectrum of the fetal heart rate for monitoring
the fetus' condition.
Various methods for joint time-frequency analysis have been developed and
applied. Not every methad is as suitable for the analysis of a specific signal as
other methods. The suitability of a methad strongly depends on the
characteristics of the signa I to be analyzed and the purpose of this ana lysis. In
the remaining part of this chapter, some methods for joint time-frequency
analysis that may be useful for analyzing the fetal heart rate will be discussed.
It is possible to develop or adjust a JTFA-method so that it is optimal for analysis
of a specific signa I. Typical examples of such so-ca lied parametrical methods are
auto-regression methods. One drawback of these methods is that they aften can
not be applied for the analysis of other signals than the signal they were
developed for. Another drawback is that a considerable amount of a priori
knowledge of the signa I is required. A larger disadvantage is that because of the
dedicated character of these methods other researchers will not be able to easily
implement the same method. Because it will be harder to verify the results
achieved with the method, this may awfully decrease the importance of the
results. Forthese reasons, in this project attention was paid only to nonparametrical methods for joint time-frequency analysis.

7.2 Cohen's class
The first and nowadays still the most famous and most used methad for joint
time-frequency analysis was the short-time Fourier transform. In the 1940s,
1950s and 1960s various joint time-frequency distributions were proposed that
were qualitatively different from the spectrogram. These distributions originated
from signal analysis and quanturn mechanics. In 1966 a methad was developed
by Cohen that could generate in a simple manner an infinite number of timefrequency distributions (including the ones that already were developed),
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Cohen's class. His methad characterizes time-frequency distributions by an
auxiliary function, the kernel function. The properties of a distribution are
reflected by simple constraints on its kernel function. This approach made it
possible to select kernels that produce distributions with desirabie properties.
In general, any member of Cohen's class can be written as:
C(t,m) = ~ IJfs*(u -f-r)s(u + f-r)

(7-1)

47r

tj>(e, -r)e-j8r-jrw+j8udud-r de

Wh ere tj>(e, -r) is a two dimensional function called the kern el. Th is kern el
determines the distri bution and its properties. In Table 7.1 some distributions
and the corresponding kernels are listed.
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Table 7.1: Some joint time-frequency distributions and the corresponding kernels [ From: Cohen L. Timefrequency analysis]
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An extensive treatment of the Kernel methad would be beyond the scope of this
report and is therefore not given here. Instead, two methods that may be
valuable for joint time-frequency analysis of biomedical signals will be treated in
more detail. The first methad discussed here is the short-time Fourier transform.
The other methad is the Choi-Williams method. The short-time Fourier transfarm
is treated because it is the most used and widely spread methad for joint timefrequency analysis and therefore may be considered as a kind of standard for
time-frequency analysis. The Choi-Williams methad is treated because due to
some of its characteristics it is a very promising methad for time-frequency
analysis of the heart rate.
7.2.1 The short-time Fourier transfarm (STFT)
The Fourier transfarm of a signal does not directly reflect the time varying nature
of the signa I because the basic functions used in the Fourier a na lysis do not
contain any association with a particular time instant. Information about how the
frequency contentsof a signa I evolve over time can be obtained by camparing
the signal with elementary functions that are localized in both time and
frequency domains:

I .

1 e- 1= s(r)h(r- t)dr
STFT(t,m) = ~

...;2n

(7-2)

Where h(t) is a window function centered at t, chosen to leave the signal more or
less unaltered around the timetand to suppress the signa Is fortimes distant
from the time of interest. If the time duration of h(t) is given by fl. 1 and the
frequency bandwidth is fl.ro then equation 7-2 expresses the signal's behavior in
the region ~-fl.l't+fl. 1 ]x[m-fl. 00 ,m+fl.m]. fl. 1 and fl.ro can not be chosen as
narrow as possible, but have to satisfy the uncertainty inequality:
(7-3)
So it is clear that there is a trade-off between time resolution and frequency
resolution. The equality in 7-3 only holds when a Gaussian window function is
used.
It is important to remark the essential role that the window plays in the final
result. The spectrogram generally does not give results regarding solely the
signal but an entanglement of the signal and the window. Because of the
symmetry in the definition of the STFT one should be cautious in interpreting the
results and be careful not to use the signal to study the window.

7 .2.2 The Choi-Williams distri bution
The prototype of distributions that are qualitatively different from the
spectrogram was the Wigner distribution. Wigner introduced his distribution as
the joint distribution of position and momenturn for calculating the quanturn
correction to the second virial coefficient of a gas. About 15 years later, Ville
introduced the Wigner distribution into signal analysis and therefore the
distribution is aften referred to as the Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD). In some
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respects the Wigner-Ville distribution is better than any spectrogram. The
Wigner-Ville distribution has a better resolution in time and frequency domain
(see Appendix Al) and does notsuffer from window effects. Therefore the WVD
is able to characterize a signal's frequency changes better than any spectrogram.
A major deficiency of the WVD is the interference of cross-terms, which cause
confusing artifacts when analyzing multi-component signals. Another
disadvantage of the Wigner-Ville distribution is that the distribution is not always
positive, which sametimes leads to results that are hard to interpret.
After the introduetion of the WVD, several other joint time-frequency
distributions have been developed, trying to keep the desirabie properties of the
Wigner-Ville distribution, and to obtain considerably better behavior with respect
to the undesirable properties. Among others, Williams, Jeong and Cunningham
understood and implemented the conditions on the kernel that minimize the
cross terms for multi-component signa Is. Their first example of such a "reduced
interference distribution" was the distri bution determined by the kern el:
(7-4)

The distribution that this kernel produces is called the Choi-Williams distribution
(CWD). In this kernel a is a parameter that controls the decay speed of the
kernel. lf a is taken to be large, the Choi-Williams distribution approaches the
Wigner-Ville distribution. The smaller the parameter a is taken, the more the
cross-terms are suppressed. On the other hand, forsmaller values of a, the
auto-terms are also affected. Therefore a trade-off has to be made in the
selection of the parameter a .
A drawback of the Choi-Williams distribution is that the exponential kernel
suppresses cross-terms located away from the (} -axis and -r -axis, but preserves
all cross-terms located on the (}- or -r -axis (i.e. cross-terms for which -r or (}
approaches zero). For this reason Choi-Williams distributions contain strong
horizontal and vertical ripples.

7.3 Wavelets
As already mentioned, information about how the frequency contents of a signal
evolve over time is obtained by camparing the signa I with elementary functions
that are localized in both time and frequency domains. In the short-time Fourier
transfarm and many other methods for joint time-frequency analysis these
functions are obtained by frequency modulation. An alternative way to obtain a
set of elementary functions for joint time-frequency analysis is by sealing the
center frequency of one elementary function: the mother wave let. The resulting
representations are named time-scale representations or wavelet transfarms
(WT). Wavelet transfarms substantially differ from the short-time Fourier
transfarm and any other joint time-frequency method. For example wavelet
transfarms have an infinite set of possible basis functions as other JTFA methods
have a single set of basis functions. On the other hand, in methods like the STFT
virtually any function can be used as window function; in wavelet transfarms the
mother wavelet must satisfy certain conditions. Therefore, a main issue in
wavelets is how to generate a suitable mother wavelet. A complete treatment of
the mathematica I background of wavelets will not be presented here, because in
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most real applications the mother wavelet does not have to be calculated
explicitly. Insteadan estimation of the wavelet transfarm by a filter bank is used.
In the wavelet transfarm dilated (scaled) and translated (time-shifted) versions
'1'(~) of a mother tunetion 'l'(t) are used as elementary functions located in
both time and frequency domains. The wavelet transfarm of a continuous signal
s(t) is given by:
CWT(a ,b)=

1I

10
...;lal

(t-b)
a

s(t)'l'* -

dt

(7-5)

where the parameter a represents the scale index and the parameter b equals
the time-shifting. The standard deviation of the elementary functions can be
used to characterize the resolution of the representation in both time and
frequency domains. If the standard deviations in time and frequency of the
mother wavelet are given by ó, and ó"', the corresponding standard deviations
of the dilated and translated function '1'(~) are aó, and ó"'/ a. For the wavelet,
a better frequency resolution corresponds toa worse time resolution and the
other way around. Figure 7.2 shows the time-frequency tiling of the STFT and
the WT.
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(a) STFT

(b)WT

Figure 7.2 : Time-frequency tiling ofthe short-time Fourier transform (a) and ofthe wavelet transform (b)

Figure 7.2 also shows the most important feature of the wavelet transform: the
wavelet transfarm makes it possible to analyze a signal at different scales. In this
way it is possible to look at the signal's behavior in a specific frequency region
within the timescale at which that behavior occurs. Low frequency changes are
analyzed at large timescales (bad time resolution but good frequency resolution),
as high frequency changes are analyzed at small timescales (good time
resolution, but bad frequency resolution).
In practice, most signals to be analyzed are discrete functions in time. As it is
very tricky to translate the wavelet transfarm into a discrete version, other
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methods must be used for analyzing digital signals by wavelets. When using
orthonormal (and biorthogonal) wavelets, the mother wavelet can be generated
by multi-resolution analysis (MRA). Theory on this subject is available in
practically every textbook on wavelets. The result is that the Fourier transfarm of
the wavelet is given by:

(7-6)
where <I>(m) is the Fourier transfarm of the sealing function and H(m) and
G(m) represent a pair of quadrature mirror filters. The problem of selecting the
mother wavelet therefore reduces toa problem of filter design. For discrete
signals, the mother wavelet doesnothave to be calculated. The wavelet
transfarm of discrete signals can be implemented as a digital filter bank. In
short, this implementation will be described here. Complete derivations and
background information can be found in [8], [9], [10], and [11].
In the discrete implementation of the wavelet transform, the signa I s(t) to be
processed is first expressed in an orthonormal basis l/J(t) named a sealing
function:
~

(7-7)

s(t)= Lck,nl/Jk,n(t)
n=--oo

where l/Jk.n(t) is an orthonormal basis of Vk, k e Z . Next, the high resolution basis
l/Jk.n (t) is written as a low resolution basis lf>k-t,n (t) plus some detailed information

contained by the wavelet function 'P(t). 'P(t) is an orthonormal basis of Wk-1,
k e Z and lf>k-t,n (t) is an orthonormal basis of Vk-1, k e Z . The subspace Wk-1 is an

orthogonal complementary space of Vk-1 in Vk:
(7-8)

Equation (7-7) can be rewritten as:
k-1

s(t)= Icmo.nlf>mo.n(t)+

where coefficients

I

(7-9)

Ldm.n'Pm.n<t)

m=m 0 n

n

Cm,n

and

dm,n

are the inner products of s(t) and lf>m.n (t), and s(t)

and 'Pm.n(t). By applying Parseval's equality an expression for

I

ck,n

is obtained:

ck ,n =2k 12 s(t)l/J(2k t- n)d t=

I

_1_ rk/2 S(m)<l>* (2-k m) e-j2-kn(l) d (0
2rc

(7-10)

For normalized l{J(t), <1>(0)=1. For large k, equation (7-10) canthen be
approximated by:
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(7-11)
For the ubspace sequence Vm to be a multi-resolution analysis of the whole
signa I sp ce with all finite energy signa Is, the properties of this subspace
sequenc must fulfill certain conditions. From these properties the dilation
equation of the sealing function can be derived:
(7-12)
n

The low- ass filter H(m) of the pair of quadrature mirror filters is the Fourier
transfor of hn in equation 7-12. Using equation 7-10 and 7-12 the following
expressi n for ck-l,n is obtained:

J

Ck-l,n = s(t)f/>;_1,n(t)d t =
tH)/

2

2(k-I)/

2

Js(t)f/>*(

2

\

2

n

)d t =

Js(t) iLhif/>*(2k t- 2n- i )d t

(7-13)

i

By exchanging the summation and integration equation 7-13 becomes:

ck-l.n = .fi Ihi
i

f s(t) t~>:.2n+i(t)d t= .fi Ihi ck.2n+i
i

=.fi~h.2
~
n ck ,t.

(7-14)

1-

i

Once ck,n is known, all Cm,n, m<k can be calculated using the Iow-pass filter H(m)
of the pa r of quadrature mirror filters. In a similar way it can be derived that the
wavelet eries coefficients dm,n can be expressed as:
(7-15)
The wav let series coefficients dm,n thus can be obtained by using the high-pass
filter G( ) of the pair of quadrature mirror filters. For discrete signa Is, the
wavelet ransfarm can be implemented by a filter bank, without calculating the
mother avelet function \f(t).
In Figure 7.3 the process of determining the wavelet transfarm by a filter bank is
illustrate . The blocks following the quadrature mirror filters denote downsampling the filtered signal by a factor 2. As an example let us examine the
procedur for determining the wavelet transfarm of a discrete set of heart rate
values. L t us assume that the heart rate values are equidistantly resampled at a
frequenc of 6 Hz (the particular choice of 6 Hz will become clear in the next
chapter) so that the signal contains information about frequencies up to 3 Hz. A
set of n=256 samples then corresponds toa signal length of 42.66 seconds.
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Figure 7.3: Processof determining the wavelet transfarm by a filter bank
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Chapter 8
Applications and recommendations for use in clinical
practice
The aim of this chapter is to give the reader an impression of the application in
clinical practice of the topics discussed so far. Some quantities that characterize
the spectrum and may be valuable as parameters for monitoring the fetus'
condition will be discussed. Further, the advantages and disadvantages of
determining these parameters using each of the three methods for joint timefrequency analysis treated in the previous chapter, will be discussed. This will be
illustrated by the implementation of two methods for joint-time frequency
analysis of the fetal heart rate. The emphasis will be on the problems and
possibilities of the methods.

8.1 Parameters of clinical interest
In addition to, mainly statistica!, parameters used to describe the fetal heart rate
variability in the time domain, other parameters of clinical interest may be
derived from the frequency domain. As mentioned earlier, representations of the
heart rate in the frequency domain contain information about the activity of the
autonomie nervous system, which is not available in the time domain. Four
parameters that are common to use to characterize the heart rate in the
frequency domain are discussed below.

1. LF-power, HF-power, LF/HF ratio.
Because both sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems make
frequency specific contributions to the power spectrum of the fetal heart
rate, the powersin the characteristic frequency bands (and their ratio) can
be used as a parameter. As mentioned in the discussion of the
physiological background, the activity of the parasympathetic nervous
system can cause both high and low frequency changes, but the activity of
the sympathetic nervous system can only cause low frequency changes.
For neonates different definitions of the LF and HF-band are used than for
ad u lts. Asthere has been little research on the spectrum of the feta I heart
rate, no separate definitions for fetuses exist. Instead, we use the LF and
HF-band defined for neonates, although it should be mentioned that the
activity in the HF-band is extremely low for fetuses. A common parameter
used for research on the heart rate of adults and neonates is the LF/HFratio, the ratio between the power in the LF-band and the power in the HFband. Because the absence of power in the HF-band of the spectrum of the
fetal heart rate, the LF/HF ratio is nota meaningful parameter for research
on the fetal heart rate spectrum.
2. Total power
In addition to the powers in the LF and HF bands, it is useful to measure
the total power in the heart rate spectrum. This is mainly important when
only parameters derived from the spectrum are used and not the original
power spectrum itself. The total power then may prevent incorrect
interpretations based on the powers in the LF and HF bands.
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3.

~-value

A very important parameter that can be used to characterize the spectrum
of the heart rate is the ~-value. Characteristic for power spectra of heart
rates is the decrease of the power as the frequency increases. Th is
behavior can be described as a 1/tf> relation between power and frequency.
~ can be determined by calculating the regression slope of the logarithm of
the power plotted against the logarithm of the frequency. Changes in the
~-value have been observed with ageing and cardiovascular pathologies.
Perhaps this parameter can also be of importance for characterizing the
fetal heart rate spectrum.
4. dominant frequency
The final parameter that may be of clinical importance and is discussed
here, is the dominant frequency. The dominant frequency is a common
parameter in physics used to characterize power spectra. The dominant
frequency is the frequency that has the highest power in the spectrum. In
the spectrum of the heart rate, the highest power will of course be located
in the very low frequency region. However, this is nota useful parameter
for characterizing the spectrum, because its value will hardly ever change.
Therefore, it is preferred to locate the highest speetral power beyond a
certain frequency offset instead. It has been observed that due to fetal
distress the dominant frequency within a certain band (0.15- 0.50 Hz)
may increase significantly [7]. Based on this, it may be valuable to locate
the highest speetral powers within specific frequency bands.

8.2 Suitability of time-frequency analysis methods
The parameters discussed above can be determined from frequency distributions
obtained by virtually any methad for time-frequency analysis. Some methods
however may be more suited for determining and monitoring a specific
parameter than other methods. The advantages and disadvantages of using the
three methods treated in the previous chapter for determining and monitoring
the parameters discussed above will be considered here. For the short-time
Fourier transfarm and the wavelet transform, this will be illustrated by the
implementation of these methods for analyzing the feta I heart rate measured by
the Doppier ultrasound methad presented in Part 11 of this report. Unfortunately
there was no time in this project to implement the Choi-Williams distribution. The
discussion of the suitability of this methad will be solely based on theory and
literature.
For joint-time frequency analysis of the feta I heart rate a short-time Fourier
transfarm (STFT) was implemented using a window length of 256 samples. The
window was shifted 128 samples in time, resulting in half-overlapping signal
segments. The Fourier transfarm was calculated in the exact same way as the
FFT described in Part II of this report. Th is means that the heart rate signa I was
resampled at 4 Hz using a box-car resampling procedure and that a Parzen
window was applied. Also a wavelet transfarm was implemented. To calculate the
wavelet transfarm a Daubechies4 wavelet was used. The wavelet transfarm was
implemented using a digital filter bank. Befare performing the wavelet transform,
the fetal heart rate was resampled at 6 Hz using a box-car resampling procedure.
The choice fora resampling frequency of 6 Hz is based on the resulting
frequency bands (see Chapter 7, Table 7.1). If aresampling frequency of 4 Hz is
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used, the resulting frequency bands are not compatible with the definition of the
LF and HF frequency bands.
On a healthy fetus, heart rate measurements were performed using the
developed Doppier ultrasound method. A heart rate pattern of 192 seconds with
little artifacts was analyzed using both methods. Figure 8.1 and figure 8.2 show
the resulting spectrogram (time-frequency plot of the STFT) and scalagram
(time-frequency plot of the WT) for the analyzed signa I.
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Figure 8.1: Spectrogram of a feta/heart rate pattem of 192 seconds measuredwith Doppier
ultrasound
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Figure 8.2: Scalagram of a feta/heart rate pattem of 192 seconds measured with Doppier
ultrasound

The time is plotted along the x-axis of both graphs and along the y-axis the
frequency is plotted. The intensity of the graph displays the power in a specific
frequency interval in a specific time interval; brighter intensity means higher
power. As the STFT was calculated for 5 half-overlapping segments, 6 time
intervals can be seen along the x-axis of Figure 8.1. In the plot of the wavelet
transform, the time-frequency tiling as shown in Figure 7.2 can clearly be
distinguished. Low frequency powers are well localized in the frequency domain,
but badly localized in the time domain; high frequency powers are well localized
in the time domain but badly localized in the frequency domain. For the
spectrogram of the STFT (Figure -8.1) low and high frequency powers are equally
located in time and frequency domain.
For the STFT method, the entire spectrum of the 192 seconds of data was a lso
calculated. For the wavelet transfarm a camparabie spectrum was calculated.
Figures 8.3a and 8.3b show the resulting spectra for the entire 192 seconds of
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data for both methods. These figures can be interpreted as cross-sections of
Figures 8.1 and 8.2, integrated along the x-axis, therefore representing the
power distribution averaged for the entire 192 seconds.
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Figure 8.3a: STFT spectrumfor the entire
192 seconds of data
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Figure 8.3b: WT spectrumfor the entire 192
seconds of data

Apart from the high peak for very low frequencies, Figures 8.3a and 8.3b
resembie surprisingly well. In particular this can be seen from the "plateaus" in
the STFT spectrum around 0.05 Hz and around 0.1 Hz: their levels correspond
very well to the levels in the wavelet spectrum.
Now that it is clear that different methods for time-frequency analysis produce
results that in some aspects are entirely different, but in other aspects are
surprisingly equal, the suitability of the three techniques for determining the
parameters of interest will be discussed.

Short-time Fourier transform
The main disadvantage of the short-time Fourier transform, is its time resolution.
In spite of the use of a window, it is still necessary to acquire a long enough data
sets for analyzing low frequencies. Because the lowest frequencies of interest lay
around 0.04 Hz and at least 2 periods are required for accurate frequency
analysis, at least 50 seconds of data should be obtained. Because for efficient
calculation of a FFT data sets should contain 2n, nEl samples and data are
resampled at 4 Hz, this means that only after 64 seconds it is possible to obtain
speetral information. Using half-overlapping intervals does not really provide new
information every 32 seconds; it only reduces the standard deviation and
smoothes the spectrogram a little. Shifting the window less than 32 seconds in
time, seems to provide information more frequently, but just provides smoothed
information instead of new information and therefore is nota solution. As
mentioned earlier, to reduce the standard deviation the Fourier transfarm is
calculated for 5 half-overlapping intervals. This actually means that reliable
speetral information is only available after 192 seconds and not after 64 seconds.
This makes the time-resalution of the method even worse. The frequency
resolution on the other hand is high enough to calculate all parameters (LF
power, HF power, total power, ~-value, and dominant frequencies) accurately.
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Wavelet transform
The most important characteristic of the wavelet transfarm is that it is abie to
abserve changes at the timescales at which they occur. This is also the main
advantage of the use of the wavelet transfarm for a na lysis of the feta I heart rate.
A large drawback of the methad is the bad frequency resolution at higher
frequencies. Determining the powers in the LF and HF band as defined above is
nat possible. Instead, these bands need to be redefined. For this reason, a
resampling frequency of 6 Hz was used. The HF band then can be defined as
0.375 - 1.5 Hz (was 0.4 - 1.5 Hz) and the LF band can be defined as 0.046875 0.1875 Hz (was 0.04- 0.15 Hz). Aresampling frequency of 6 Hz results in
redefinitions of the LF and HF bands as close as possible to the original
definitions. A larger problem may be locating the highest powers within specific
frequency bands. In very low frequency bands this will nat be a problem, but in
higher frequency bands this will nat be possible. Calculating the total power will
nat be a problem, nor will determining the ~-value. For the wavelet transfarm it
is a lso required that for ana lysis of the lowest frequencies of interest at least two
periods length of data must be acquired. Due to the redefinitien of the LF-band,
the lowest frequency of interest is 0.046875. Therefore 42.67 seconds of data
are required fora na lysis of the lowest frequencies of interest. Note that 42.67
seconds is a remarkably shorter period than the 64 or even 192 seconds required
for the Fourier analysis.
Choi-Williams distribution
Because we have nat implemented this distribution ourselves yet, we should be
very careful drawing any conclusions. Based on theory, the Choi-Williams
distribution has better resolution in bath time and frequency domain than the
short-time Fourier transform. 1t has been demonstrated that the Choi-Williams
distribution is very suitable for analysis of biomedical signals [12]. Based on this,
it is expected that the CWD is also useful for analyzing the fetal heart rate
measured by the developed Doppier ultrasound method. Using the CWD one
could determine the parameters of interest at least as accurate, as when using
the STFT. A disadvantage of the use of the CWD are possible incorrect
interpretations of the spectrum for example as a result of the horizontal and
vertical ripples that are characteristic for the method. Befare drawing any further
conclusions it is wise to implement the methad first.
Conclusions
If the information required to determine parameters of clinical practice is really
time critica!, the wavelet transfarm should be preferred. The advantage of
perceiving changes at the timescales at which they occur weighs far more than
the disadvantage of bad frequency resolution at higher frequencies. If timescale
is hardly of any importance, use of the (short-time)Fourier transfarm is
preferabie because of its stability and reliability. In situations where there is no
clear preferenee for the wavelet transform, nor for the Fourier transform, the
Choi-Williams distribution may be preterred because of its higher time and
frequency resolution than the short-time Fourier transform.
Right now it is very important to first obtain more knowledge of, and insight in
the power spectrum of the fetal heart rate befare further developing analysis
methods. It is recommended to perfarm lots of measurement in order to obtain
several power spectra of the heart rate of fetuses in different conditions. Th is is
the only way changes in the power spectrum of the heart rate can be closely
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linked to changes in the condition of the fetus. Then it wil I also become more
clear what parameters to monitor and on what kind of time base. Notearlier than
then an appropriate choice for the use of the method for time-frequency a na lysis
of the feta I heart rate can be made.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions
9.1 Doppier ultrasound method
The fetal heart rate calculated by the developed Doppier ultrasound methad
corresponds very well to the heart rate measured by the "golden standard", the
direct fetal electrocardiogram. The correlation is high bath in time and frequency
domain. A disadvantage of the methad is that, because it is basedon the use of
ultrasound, it is very sensitive to movement and noise. In spite of this drawback
it can be concluded that by developing this method, a valuable alternative is
created for measuring the beat-ta-beat fetal heart rate. Especially in cases where
the use of a scalp electrode to measure the direct fetal ECG is not desired or not
possible, the methad provides new opportunities for power spectrum analysis.
The developed methad thus fulfills the existing nèed for a non-invasive methad
for high-quality beat-ta-beat measurements of the feta I heart rate and provides
otherwise unavailable information that may be valuable for evaluating the fetus'
condition.

9.2 Joint time-frequency analysis of the feta I heart rate
Several techniques may be applied for joint time-frequency analysis of the feta I
heart rate. The short-time Fourier transform, the wavelet transform, and the
Choi-Williams distribution may each be valuable methods for analysis of the feta I
heart rate. All three methods have certain advantages and disadvantages. The
fin al choice for one of these methods should be based on the properties of the
information one is interested in. For example, if the information of interest is
really time-critical, the wavelet transfarm will be preferred. One can not know
exactly what information one is interested in, until relationships between the
power spectrum of the heart rate and different fetal conditions are made clear.
Therefore lots of effort need to be put into this research. Only then joint timefrequency analysis of the feta I heart rate may be able to evolve into a valuable
methad used for assessing the fetus' condition.

9.3 Technology assessment
In fetal monitoring need exists for high-quality, non-invasive methods for
measuring the beat-ta-beat fetal heart rate. This need originates from the lack of
information available for evaluating the condition of the fetus and the possible
additional information available trom the power spectrum of the heart rate. The
developed Doppier ultrasound methad fulfills this need entirely and is therefore a
valuable contribution to the tools already available for fetal surveillance. The
developed methad facilitates research on the power spectrum of the fetal heart
rate. The methad can easily be implemented in other research centers and
should therefore stimulate additional research.
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Appendix Al
Here a Gaussian-type signal is analyzed using the STFT and the WVO to
demonstrate the differenee in resolution of bath distributions.
The signal analyzed, a normalized Gaussian tunetion whieh has a unit energy, is
given by:

(Al-l)
For aehieving equality in the uneertainty inequality, a Gaussian shaped window
tunetion is used in the ealeulation of the STFT:

(Al-2)
The expression for the STFT then beeomes:
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The Fourier transfarm of a Gaussian tunetion is a lso a Gaussian tunetion and
therefore equation Al-3 ean be written as:
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The Wigner-Ville distribution of the signal given by equation (Al-l) is:
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In Figure Al.l the contour plots of the spectrogram (left) and the WVD (right)
are plotted for the case where the levels are down to e- 1 of their peak value. For
the spectrogram the ellipse area reaches its minimum when a is equal to f3. The
minimum area of the ellipse therefore equals 2n . For the Wigner-Ville
distri bution the area of the ellipse is equal to n. From this it can be concluded
that, using the area of the ellipse as a measure, the resolution of the WVD is
twice as good as the resolution of the STFT spectrogram.
Q)

Figure Al.J: Contour plots ofthe spectrogram and the Wigner-Ville distribution.
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